Abstract: Data visualization has become an integral part of statistical modelling. Exploratory graphical analysis allows insight into the underlying structure of observations in a data set, and graphical methods for diagnostic purposes after model fitting provide insight into the fitted model and its inadequacies.
Introduction
Graphics can be used to uncover and present complex trends and relationships in an informal and simple way 1 , enabling the researcher to better understand the underlying structure of the data. 2 Time series data consist of observations equally spaced through time (e.g., daily, monthly, or quarterly observations). In this paper we will explore the use of graphical methods for the purpose of better understanding the underlying variation within and between time series data.
To examine the underlying structure of the pattern within a time series, we will discuss time series plots with a nonparametric smooth curve superimposed, and sub-series plots for studying seasonal patterns. In addition, we will present decomposition plots to detect the magnitude and strength of the seasonal and trend components within each series and scatterplot matrices to examine the relationships between various time series. We will consider coplots as a method suitable for identifying potential interactions between two time series.
We will also discuss partial residual plots as a diagnostic graphical tool useful for identifying nonlinearities in the covariates for generalized linear models and for examining the nonlinear relationship between the response and the covariates for generalized additive models. A natural feature of time series data is the serial correlation within the series. We will discuss plots of the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions to examine the underlying correlation structure of the residuals from a particular model.
Correct specification of the relationship between the response and the covariates and identifying remaining autocorrelation in the residuals are major methodological issues in daily mortality/morbidity research 3, 4 . The data visualization methods we present in this paper will assist the investigator in resolving these issues.
None of the methods we discuss are original. In recent years, they have come to be used in diverse fields, especially in the analysis of business and economic time series data. We provide a link with this literature and demonstrate how the techniques are transferable to epidemiological time series data.
As a vehicle of illustration, we will use a time series data set from a study of asthma hospital admissions in Melbourne, Australia. Asthma hospital admissions from all short-stay acute public hospitals in Melbourne, registered on a daily basis by the Health Department of Victoria, was used as the response variable for the period 1 July 1989 to 31 December 1992. International Classification of Disease (ICD) code (493) was used to define asthma.
Air pollution data were obtained from the Environment Protection Authority (EPA).
Maximum hourly values were averaged each day across nine monitoring stations in Melbourne, for nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ), sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ), and ozone (O 3 ) all measured in parts-per-hundred-million (pphm). Particulate matter was measured by a device which detects back-scattering of light by visibility-reducing particulates between 0.1µm and 1µm in diameter. Particulates were derived from B scat × 10 −4 and are called API.
Meteorological data were obtained from the Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology.
Three hourly maximum daily levels of relative (hu) humidity, wind speed and dry bulbs temperature (db) were averaged across four monitoring stations in the Melbourne area.
To simplify the analysis of seasonality, we excluded the leap day of 29 February 1992 in each series.
Exploratory graphical methods
Time series plots and smooth curves A time series plot is a commonly used graphical tool useful for examining the underlying long term pattern of a time series. Time (days, months, years, etc.) is plotted on the horizontal axis and the series of interest is plotted on the vertical axis.
Data visualization for time series in environmental epidemiology
Although, these plots provide a visual insight into the long term trend, they do not always allow a clear visual understanding of the fluctuations of each observation from one time period to the next. The trend can be reinforced and we can visually examine specific time periods by supplementing the plot with a nonparametric smooth trend curve 5, 9 .
The smooth curve can be estimated in a number of different ways, the most commonly used being loess smoothers 6 , kernel smoothers 7 and cubic smoothing splines 8 . The appendix provides a brief description of these smoothers.
A time series plot of daily counts of asthma hospital admissions is displayed in Figure 1 .
Although we observe various fluctuations in the trend throughout the series, it is difficult to visually determine the pattern of variation between time periods. We fit a loess smooth 6 with span = 10% to the daily counts of asthma admissions and superimpose the smooth curve onto the time series plot in Figure 1 . The result is displayed in Figure 2 .
The loess smooth curve displayed in Figure 2 
Seasonal subseries plots
Seasonality is a strong confounder in the analysis of daily hospital admissions/mortality data 3, 10 . Therefore, it is important to identify the strength and magnitude of the seasonal component in a time series. To assess the behaviour of each monthly subseries we can construct a seasonal subseries plot. A subseries plot is constructed by plotting January values for successive years, then February values, and so on up to values for December.
For each month, the mean of the values is drawn by a horizontal line and vertical lines emanating from the horizontal line are values for each subseries.
We can assess the overall seasonal pattern of the series by the means of each subseries and we can assess the variation within each subseries by the vertical lines 11, 12 .
We illustrate the idea in Figure 3 The monthly variation for dry bulb temperature in (b) is far more stable than the monthly variation in (a). The overall pattern for dry bulb temperature shows a clear minimum in July and August and relatively level period from December through March. Although there is some variation within each month, particularly January, the variation in each subseries is relatively small compared with the overall pattern in the monthly series.
Decomposition plots
A common approach to time series in business and economics is to consider them as a mixture of several components 13 : trend, seasonality and an irregular random effect. It is important to identify the trend and seasonal components and remove them from the time series when modelling relations between time series. When this is not done, highly seasonal series can appear to be related purely because of their seasonality rather than because of any real relationship. Similarly, trended series can exhibit spurious collinearity. is a relatively simple method, but has several drawbacks including bias problems near the ends of the series and an inability to allow a smoothly varying seasonal component. To overcome these difficulties we adopt the STL (Seasonal Trend decomposition procedure based on loess) method 14 .
We assume an additive decomposition:
where Y t denotes the time series of interest, T t denotes the trend component, S t denotes the seasonal component and E t denotes the remainder (or irregular) component. The seasonally adjusted series, Y * t is computed simply by subtracting the estimated seasonal component from the original series,
STL consists of a sequence of applications of the loess smoother to provide robust estimates of the components T t , S t and E t from Y t 12 . The STL method involves an iterative algorithm to progressively refine and improve estimates of trend and seasonal components. After appropriate seasonal adjustment of the pollutants and climatic variables using STL, we construct decomposition plots.
A decomposition plot normally consists of four panels: the original series, the trend component, the seasonal component and the irregular (or random) component. The panels are arranged vertically so that time is a common horizontal axis for all panels 11 .
Figure 4:
The original daily asthma admissions are displayed in the top panel, The three components are displayed on the other panels. In this case, the trend and seasonal components do not account for much of the variation.
To illustrate the usefulness of this method we display the decomposition of the asthma admissions data in Figure 4 . Here we have applied the STL method 14 to compute the trend and seasonal components of this series. These are shown in the second and third panels respectively. In effect, we are separating the smooth curve estimated in Figure 2 into two components due to trend and seasonality. Note that the seasonal component 
Scatterplot matrices
A scatterplot is a useful graphical tool that allows a visual examination of the possible relationship between two series. However, its usefulness is limited to two dimensional space 15 . The scatterplot matrix is a graphical tool that visually represents a multidimensional space, thus allowing insight into the complex relationship between multiple series.
The scatterplot matrix, first described in Chambers, et al. 16 (1983) , is a simple graphical Scatterplot matrices can be especially useful in selecting covariates for modelling and detection of multicollinearity 5 . They can also be useful in detecting a nonlinear bivariate relationship between a response variable and a potential covariate in modelling. Scatterplot matrices provide a clear sense of the underlying patterns in the relationships and allow multiple comparisons on a single plot 5 .
We construct a pairwise scatterplot matrix for daily counts of asthma hospital admissions, pollutants and climatic variables in Figure 5 . This clearly exhibits a nonlinear bivariate re- lationship between asthma admissions and the climatic variables dry bulbs temperature, and relative humidity. This is consistent with results reported in previous studies 17, 18, 19 .
Collinearity is an important methodological issue in the analysis of daily counts of morbidity/mortality 20 . The pairwise scatterplot in Figure 5 allows a visual insight of the inherent collinearity between dry bulbs temperature and humidity, nitrogen dioxide and wind speed. Although, a scatterplot matrix allows us to visually detect collinearity, the extent of collinearity should be determined by a formal test 21 .
Coplots
When modelling relationships between a response variable and two or more explanatory variables, we are often interested in the interaction between the explanatory variables.
Interaction is a condition where the levels of the response variable are different at various levels of the explanatory variables 21 . To study how a response variable depends on two explanatory variables we can use a coplot (conditioning plot), introduced by Cleveland 22 (1993).
One of the explanatory variables acts as the "given series". 
Diagnostic graphical methods
Graphical analysis of residuals are central to the process of statistical model building 10 .
These plots can be used to identify any undetected tendencies in the data, outliers, and homogeneity in the variance of the response variable 1 . In addition, a variety of exploratory graphical methods are available to assess the nonlinearity between a response variable and an explanatory variable in statistical modelling 23 . In this paper, we will discuss partial residual plots as an exploratory diagnostic graphical method.
We will demonstrate diagnostic plots after fitting a generalized linear model (GLM) and generalized additive model (GAM) to asthma hospital admissions in Melbourne, Australia from 1 July 1989 to 31 December 1992.
GLM and GAM
Preliminary exploratory analysis of asthma hospital admissions exhibited strong long wave length patterns. To adequately model these patterns we use Fourier series terms of sin(2π jt/365) and cos(2π jt/365) for j = 1, . . . , 10. Fourier terms of sine and cosine pairs for j > 10 were not included in the analysis because neither the sine nor cosine pair was statistically significant (p < 0.05) when included in the model. Also, the inclusion of sine and cosine pairs for j > 10 did not contribute to a reduction in the AIC 24 goodness of fit statistic.
Dummies are used to model day of week patterns using a parameterization based on Helmert contrasts 25 . Five day lagged pollutants and dry bulbs temperature and relative humidity are also included as potential covariates. Lag combinations that contribute to the largest decrease in AIC are included in the final model.
Step-wise procedures are used to evaluate the contribution of each covariate and determine the GLM and GAM that best describes asthma hospital admissions. For this analysis, seasonally adjusted nitrogen dioxide, ozone and seasonally adjusted relative humidity and dry bulbs temperature are included in the analysis. 
Generalized Linear Model

Generalized Additive Model
For a GAM, we adopt a similar modelling framework except the linear terms in a GLM may be replaced by smooth nonlinear functions which are estimated nonparametrically.
The following model was fitted
where t denotes the day of observation (1,. . . ,1279), NO 2,t denotes the nitrogen dioxide measurement, O 3,t denotes the ozone measurement and db t denotes the dry bulb temperature measurement, all on day t. The summation term involving sin and cos functions models the seasonal pattern throughout the year using a Fourier series approximation.
The day of week effect is captured using the variable γ t which takes on a different value for each day of the week. Note that O 3,t−2 , db t−1 and t are modelled using smooth nonparametric functions; the other variables are all modelled linearly. The choice of a smooth or linear term for each covariate was made using the AIC. We assume Y t is pseudo-Poisson (i.e., Poisson with overdispersion) conditional on the values of the covariates.
The choice of smoothing constant for the smooth terms (g 1 , g 5 and g 7 ) was determined by setting the equivalent degrees of freedom for these terms to 4. While this choice is relatively arbitrary, we felt it provided sufficient flexibility to model any non-linearity in the series without allowing the smooth term to be unnecessarily affected by individual observations.
Partial residual plots
Partial residual plots are useful in detecting nonlinearities and for identifying the possible cause of unduly large observations 26 in a generalized linear model and a generalized additive model. The partial residuals for a variable X j in an ordinary linear regression model are the same as the ordinary residuals except the jth term is added to each value:
where µ t denotes the fitted value for observation t. This is equivalent to adjusting the observation Y t for every variable in the model except for the jth term. For GLMs or GAMs, we use partial deviance residuals instead which are defined analogously 8 . Other possibilities are to use partial Pearson or partial quantile residuals 27 . To detect nonlinearities more easily from a partial residual plot, one may superimpose a smooth curve to enhance the display and allow easier detection of a nonlinear relationship between the response variable and a covariate.
We use partial residual plots as a diagnostic graphical method to detect nonlinearities in generalized linear models and to better understand the relationship between the response variable (asthma hospital admissions) and the explanatory variables (pollution and climate) in generalized additive models.
To demonstrate the diagnostic usefulness of a partial residual plot we present results from the GLM analysis of the time trend on asthma hospital admissions. 
Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation plots
A characteristic feature of time series is that the observations are ordered through time; a consequence of this is autocorrelation, that is, an underlying pattern between observations from one time period to the next within a time series. We can define autocorrelation at lag k as the correlation between observations k time periods apart. This can be estimated for lags k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., as
2 where x t denotes the observation at time t andx denotes the sample mean of the series {x t }.
The partial autocorrelation at lag k is defined as the partial correlation between observations k time periods apart. That is, it is the correlation between x t and x t−k after taking out the effect of the intervening observations x t−1 , . . . , x t−k+1 . It can be estimated using a fast computational algorithm 28 .
The collection of autocorrelations at lags k = 1, 2, . . . is known as the autocorrelation function (ACF). Similarly, the collection of partial autocorrelations is known as the partial autocorrelation function (PACF). To help visualize the temporal pattern in a time series, we plot the ACF and PACF of the series. order autoregressive term will adequately capture this pattern 3 . Generalized additive models with autocorrelation are currently being developed by the authors.
A related visual diagnostic tool is the cross-correlation function 28 which is useful for examining the lag-effect of a change in pollution on a change in the response variable. 29 
Discussion
We have presented some simple data visualization methods which allow an effective graphical examination of quantitative information. Most exploratory graphical methods fall into two categories: displaying the original data or displaying quantities associated with fitted models. Methods in the first category method are used to explore the data and those in the second are used to enhance statistical analysis that are based on assumptions about relations in the data 26 .
We have reviewed exploratory graphical methods for time series analysis in environmental epidemiology, and have applied time series plots, subseries plots, decomposition plots, scatterplot matrices, and coplots to enable a visual assessment of long term trend, seasonality, and nonlinearity in time series data. We have also applied partial residual plots and ACF and PACF residual plots as diagnostic methods to assess nonlinearities in explanatory variables and to assess autocorrelation patterns in the residuals from a fitted model.
In this paper we found that a smooth plot superimposed on a time series plot provided a more enhanced visual representation of the long term pattern and short term variation between time periods in a time series. A seasonal subseries plot was used to assess the variation within each month and between successive months in a time series. This allows a visual insight into the seasonal behaviour of a time series. Decomposition plots provide understanding of the underlying trend-cycle, seasonal and random components of a time series, and their relative strengths.
Scatterplot matrices are particularly useful for detecting collinearity between potential explanatory variables and nonlinearity between the response and potential explanatory variables. They provide an immediate visual insight into the complex relations between each series.
Coplots were used to assess the interactive effects of pollution and climate on asthma admissions. These plots are particularly useful for detecting interactive effects between explanatory variables.
Partial residual plots are useful in detecting nonlinear relationships between the response and covariates and in understanding the effects of each covariate on the response variable.
Plots of the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation function allowed a visual insight into any remaining correlation structure in the residuals.
We have demonstrated that data visualization is an integral part of statistical modelling.
Many of the diagnostic graphical methods presented here are not specific to time series, they can be used in most applications of statistical methodology. Methodological issues in the analysis of morbidity/mortality have been an important issue for may decades, the inclusion of exploratory graphical tools for exploratory and diagnostic purposes is long overdue.
curves.
In local linear regression, instead of fitting a straight line to the entire data set, we fit a series of straight lines to sections of the data. The resulting curve is the smootherŝ(x).
The estimated curve at the point x is y = a x where a x and b x are chosen to minimize the weighted sum of squares
Here w j (x) represents the weights. The weight function w j (x) can be the same as in kernel smoothing.
Loess smoothing is a form of local linear regression with some additional steps to make it more robust to outliers. The "span" of a loess smoother describes the percentage of points receiving non-zero weight in the calculation of the smoother at each value of x.
